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Engineering, It’s a Global Job ngineering, It’s a Global Jo 
As engineers, we change the world. Why not go see the world you're changing? 

s engineers, we do more than just sit in to living in a different culture. Appreciating that | customs of the people who you're working with 

A« classroom or the office, we change _ the way I was accustomed to doing things might can pay off immensely in the long run. “Estab- 

the world. The work we do spans all of not be the best way— and certainly wasn’t the __ lishing that relationship when they get to working 

society: from pollution mediation and water only way— has changed how I approach interac- _ abroad is going to be so important.” 

treatment to eco-car design and advancements __ tions in my day-to-day life back in the US. It’s this 

in airplanes, there are global implications to en- _ ability to keep an open mind and listen to others’ W “Establishing that 

gineering jobs. This vast influence has made it ideas which is the truly invaluable takeaway from ° . 

more common for engineers to not only work on _ spending time abroad. relationship when they 

products that reach people in other countries, but get to working abroad is 

also to work directly with global populations. In _ Even if a study abroad program cannot fit into going to beso important.’ 

a time of increasing division and disagreement, your academic schedule, there are plenty of other -Susan Ottmann 

connections formed through international engi- _ ways to get this kind of multicultural experience. 

neering relationships could make a difference in Students often can find internships and co-ops 

promoting tolerance between cultures and ad- abroad, do research at a university in another Regardless of the path you take to get interna- 

vance quality of life around the world. country, or can travel for fun over winter orsum- tional experience, learning how to appreciate 

mer break. One example of a great short-term trip other cultures and work in diverse settings is a 

For many engineers, their first time traveling can come from joining a group like Engineers valuable quality for any engineer. While rigor- 

abroad is as an employee for their company, but | Without Borders, who often travel to visit their ous courses typically prepare students quite well 

there are plenty of opportunities to go abroad as _ project sites in places like Ecuador, Guatemala, for the technical aspects of an engineering job, 

a student, too. At UW-Madison, an easy way for and Uganda. This kind of project combines valu- that’s not all you'll need to succeed after gradu- 

students to live in foreign countries is through able real-world engineering work with a struc- ation. “The question is the communication piece 

a study abroad program. Many students from tured way to go abroad where you don’t have to... can you communicate to different folks across 

the College of Engineering study all around the _ figure out all the logistics on your own. the organization? That’s probably going to be the 

world every semester through International En- success factor,” says Ottmann. She explains that 

gineering Studies and Programs (IESP). [ESP has For ways to best handle your experience abroad, mastering these communication skills while 

partner programs in places ranging from Hunga- _I spoke to Susan Ottman, one of the Program Di- _ abroad can set an engineer apart from the oth- 

ry to Hong Kong, offering classes taught in Eng- _ rectors for the Department of Engineering Pro- ers and make them especially valuable in any 

lish, Spanish, and several other languages. fessional Development. Step one: “Try andlearna career they choose. “Going abroad is one thing, 

few words,” recommends Ottmann. She has spent _ but if you look at the US, we're very diverse... 

As I can attest to from personal experience, these _ more than 25 years working and traveling abroad You can really get a unique experience across our 

programs are a fantastic way to visit new places _ as a part of global teams and finds that knowinga _ United States as well.” Whether experiencing new 

and meet people from every background imagin- _ few words really can help and the local peoplemay cultures abroad or finding them within our own 

able. While abroad in Budapest, I took some fas- appreciate your interest. Step two: “Try and spend _ country, the era of the international engineer has 

cinating courses which juxtaposed my education _ time with folks who are non-English speakers as _ arrived, and we must embrace it. @ 

system with the Hungarian system. Although _ their first language,” suggests Ottmann. Nothing 

they were interesting, those studies were not the beats firsthand experience, and she recommends _ written by:Ben Zastrow 

most important things I learned while traveling. making friends with the local people. Investing Photography by: Hamoud Alshammari 

The most impactful lessons came from adjusting this time getting to know the personalities and _Designby: Suzanne Kukec 
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controlling our air pollution offers the additional 4 Ronee Rae Ty 
i * 4 energy in the Midwest. 

benefit of negating climate change, providingjobs,  * 7 7 
ence Bees ieee i gy efficiency as a means of controlling our air pollution may offer additional 

and providing domestically-produced energy all benefits including mitigating climate change, providing jobs, and producing 

a : : : energy more locally. Abel notes that “power plants are a big source of emis- 

throughout the country. sions that contribute to air pollution” and that going forward “things like 

clean energy can offer similar air quality benefits with co-benefits to climate 

s temperatures continue to rise and the demand for energy grows, and jobs and the economy.” 

A« need to improve air quality becomes more apparent. The issue | ee maa i ea 

of air quality does not stand alone as it pertains to energy, climate Air quality isthe four th largest risk factor for death 

change, and health. According to PhD candidate David Abel, the United globally, causing seven million deaths each year, 

States spends nearly 50 billion dollars each year to meet the air quality stan- according te. Bop candidate DavidiApel: 

dards set by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), yet roughly half As temperatures rise in the summer, we must turn on air conditioners in- 

of the country’s population is still exposed to levels of air pollution above _ side of buildings to stay cool. In response, power plants must work harder 

what is deemed safe. The consequences of air pollution are severe and wide- _ to compensate for the increased energy demand. This increase in demand 

spread, ranging from work dissatisfaction and poor test scores to respiratory | means our power plants burn more fuel and release more chemicals into 

illness, heart disease, and diabetes. The billions spent each year are meant the air. In the eastern states, a roughly 1.9% increase in emissions occurs 

to alleviate the negative effects of air pollution, and since 1970 when the _ for every degree Fahrenheit the daily average temperature increases in the 

Clean Air Act was passed, significant progress has been made. Abel states summer. Because of this fact, power plants can have a compounded impact 

that for every dollar spent in reducing air pollution the population receives _ on air quality on hot days. 

thirty dollars’ worth of benefits. Looking to the future, there is much room 

for improvement as air pollution still causes 100,000 deaths in the US each Our Madison community offers opportunities to utilize clean energy. Mad- 

year. Fortunately, there are actionable solutions to improve air quality,even ison Gas and Electric offers an option to purchase 100% renewable for a 

in our Madison community. small additional fee. Taking advantage of this opportunity can directly im- 

prove public health in our community and home. Other ways to individual- 

The most common solution being implemented to improve air quality ly combat air pollution include turning down the thermostat and switching 

is technical control. With power plants, installing devices to capture the _ to energy-efficient light bulbs. These small acts offer direct benefits beyond 

harmful emissions significantly improves air quality. While this is highly climate change mitigation, including improved air quality. 

effective, there are still two issues that could be improved. First, this tech- 

nology is very expensive. Second, and more importantly, this technol- Looking forward, research could be expanded to other regions of the world 

ogy decreases power plant efficiency resulting in increased carbon dioxide _ that have much worse air quality than the United States. Globally, air qual- 

(CO2) emissions. Although CO2 is not directly hazardous to health, itisa ity is the fourth largest risk factor for death and causes seven million deaths 

greenhouse gas that contributes to climate change, and no economical tech- _ each year, according to Abel. The impacts are often worst in places with 

nical control currently exists for CO2 like it does for other pollutants. a heavy reliance on coal and solid fuels to meet energy demand. Accord- 

ing to the World Health Organization standards, 92% of the world popula- 

Abel works at the Nelson Institute Center for Sustainability and the Global _ tion does not live in regions with clean air. Converting to renewable energy 

Environment researching this very issue. Abel’s work recognizes that air sources and improving energy efficiency could improve air quality while 

pollution caused by power plants is a problem that gets worse in hotter tem- _ also providing economic gains and progress in slowing climate change. @ 

peratures. Using traditional controls to capture emissions has been highly _ writtenby: Sarah Gerarden 

effective. Using low emissions or emissions-free energy and improving ener- _ Photography by: Jason Hakamaki 

Design by: Suzanne Kukec 
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uring our time inhabiting Earth, manyhu- _ yond Earth, what better place to start than Earth’s springs of Yellowstone or oceanic vents. : 
D mans have asked the same basic questions: _closest planetary neighbor— Venus? " 

How did life on Earth begin? Is there life These extreme environments on Earth resemble 
beyond Earth? Scientists have theorized the poten- Sanjay Limaye and Rosalyn Pertzborn, of UW- conditions found in areas on Venus, rendering the - 
fete) Comoe Kietareas Mel Cena OCH TAME Ce a NCCMMMNY Eve On KM Lect Corecme NC MM eh testi cou nt a OonCmmmn clo mkt -eo nmi RET am (ones 
public has imagined life in galaxies far, far away.  (SSEC) have engaged in research, outreach, anded- understand where life started. If we had similar 
Bitrate mt STRUTT eh Corak Cotsen vit mmmtlets(OTRIy Une tMer ny eRCKo Tete CcretCert ead tes PammconaTe Leon tomes Mera sm vento mcorrT eMC Tone vac a 
Pra Tem bets (ace W CMTE CR UMS UTR SUNA TOU NNCS UCM AA Le NCOLU MMR SECO TEN HE Recoetet LoCo Lon cecal ye A NaTe (corals (Lab caM ELM IV ECL Coreen ear Tee ne Cod 
traveling to these destinations. Without light speed _ scientists and their colleagues have been consider- _ life,” explains Limaye. There also exist some phe- 

ing whether Venus may harbor life in its clouds. nomena on Venus that can only be explained bya ~ 
Since the first images captured of Venus by the US __ living entity, such as the dark patches on the surface 
and Soviet probes sent there in the 1960s and 1970s, _ that look “like algae blooms in Lake Mendota in the 
Selsatlets Coupee oat icace-loolnim ant eeao ver eey eC e Ke Mmm bebe eMmrCeroe cesta ea COM tert. Brey ECR 
the atmosphere. Researchers have created models _ other scientists, have come up with many hypoth- 
from these missions that indicate the possible exis- _ eses for what these dark patches might represent. 
[oe KoA TC ome ont oa esI ICON ecLeMeTH Cg Coot Tam BNSC Moy (Cnc cm TOTO oR TEEN o ROMO gecTNCiNT 
OMEN CoE MAt HTC) ch aeNatcopebencntas Com ttc (oar WeolOb ert CMM Celene luotitem ante ea nlmoremarnitby Ceca Co Kac rae oro 
STS COMPA ont ose MR ect TO Corte McCourt tec Mmmm levee eet Tea or\co naw temsr Ke ote eon (ake) mom 
planet with a thick, gaseous atmosphere composed _ nus. These dark patches are the result of absorption 
of too much carbon dioxide for humans to survive _ of incident sunlight. However, the identity of the 
on its surface and sulfuric acid clouds between 48 _ substances which absorb the solar radiation have 

travel, a journey to Mars would take nine months, and 72 km (30-45 miles) above the surface. With been a mystery since they were first noticed about a 
a journey to the outer part of the Milky Way would an average temperature of 872 degrees Fahrenheit _ century ago. Most suggested substances cannot ex- 
take over a decade, and a mission to another galaxy _ and extremely high pressures, the planet’s surface _plainall the features of the absorption. The evidence 
would take centuries. Yet there exists another alter- is an inhabitable zone even for many of the build- _ that some organisms found on Earth show absorp- 
Soh oe Ma omit a COM se-Vae omenC-U@ oC Teo ey eM ca Oem Fel ed ole Soom Coe R Eventi orale tteg colon mmo are reCoroe stiri CaCOM Vota OP Bcontit(g 
tential for life in its thick atmosphere. And it would Yet, evidence shows that life seems to find a way _ to consider the possibility of similar organisms in 
take only four months to travel there. To answer the __ to exist in even the most extreme environments as __ the Venus clouds. Another phenomenon occurring 
ETCome Ce Meltexre Coenen md Roar ROM TROT Mee elon ace ym onoe tron nei te mC ONUCME Caen orm coe vem UNC Toc 
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“We don’t understand where 
Meee nee ce 
ropa é Rg See lite: Ly 

PCC ore Uc 
i : as e could Te Te) . Studying Venus can also help to answer key ques- mission under development is the Venus Atmo- 
i“ fie Cletsuts ts Nea TR Ta : tions about Earth’s trajectory into the ee what spheric Maneuverable Blavoun (VAMP) con- 

errata = will happen to our water supply, and where will ceived by Northrup Grumman’s engineers, which 
Ke Is PTT Rt Ch la (ee all the carbon dioxide stored on Earth eventu- would explore the Venus clouds for potential mi- 
ae ae be BAe Ce ally end up. “If you buy the argument that Venus __crobial life. The semi-buoyant aircraft (filled with 
ce Be eee ee Oe had liquid water and was more Earth-like, it is the buoyant gas) operates like an airplane using solar 
(Ese oe en MEM ct likely conclusion that Venus is where Earth is _ powered propellers during the day and gliding 

headed in the future,” remarks Limaye. Venus and _ during the night at differing heights in the atmo- 
data is the disequilibrium in abundances of trace Earth currently have approximately the same total _ sphere to collect molecules and analyze them for 
species found in the Venus atmosphere. This data quantity of carbon dioxide levels, but most of the _ living organisms. “If life is found on Venus, [it] will 
was collected from the early missions to this plan- | compound on Earth is stored in rocks, whereas it _ revolutionize the way we think about our place in 
et, and it has since puzzled scientists for decades. primarily exists in the thick atmosphere on Venus. _ the solar system and our universe,” explains Pertz- 

One way for carbon dioxide and water to rise tothe — born. There are many qualities about our existence 
For life to survive on Venus, much like on Earth, clouds is through air sweeping across mountains, _ and place in the universe that we as a civilization 

it needs liquid water, nutrients, and energy. These _ creating an upwards movement of particles. This _ have yet to understand. Many people believe that 
substances are available in the clouds on Venus, so _ process occurs in some regions on Earth, includ- __ life must exist elsewhere besides Earth, but many 
this region would be most likely to provide a habi- ing Tso Kar Lake in India, and it could help to _ skeptics think that life started on, and only exists 
tat for life. Since any lifeform observed on Venus _ explain how life would travel from the surface of on, Earth. Finding life on the closest planetary 
would be only microbial and exist in the clouds, _ Venus to the clouds if the surface of Venus indeed _ neighbor to Earth will create a new perspective 
the public’s perception of Venus differs from that once resembled an environment more like Earth’s. _ on life, and it will bring humans one step closer to 

of Mars. While there have been several rovers on _ Because this research from the SSEC is fully data- _ finding the answer to the question— how on Earth 
Mars surveying the land and sampling the Mar- _ driven, more evidence must be collected to verify did we get here? @ 
tian soil, spacecraft have not traveled to Venus for _ life on Venus exists. 
many years. Though not as glamorous as studying S. S. Limaye, R. Mogul, D. J. Smith, A. H. Ansari, G. 
Mars to the casual observer, studying Venus offers This research, thus far, has determined that the en- _P. Slowik, and P. Vaishampayan, “Venus Spectral 

an opportunity that could provide results much vironment on Venus suggests a strong possibility Signatures and the Potential for Life in the Clouds,” 
sooner and with fewer challenges than presented _ for life. However, to fully understand the condi- Astrobiology, vol. 18, no. 9, pp. 1181-1198, 2018. 
by Mars. tions of Venus, a mission must be sent to the planet 

for more extensive data collection. One potential Witten by:Jordan Wott 

F ; Photography by: Hamoud Alshammari and Jordan Mathewson 
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Professor Po-Ling Loh explains how statistical modeling of information transmission 

across networks is advancing medicine, especially diagnostic tools. 

apid technological advancement in the 21st century has expedited Loh has participated in inter-departmental research collaborations. One 

Re interconnectedness. The term “viral” has evolved to describe such collaboration is with John Yin, professor in chemical and biological 

rapid information spreading over platforms such as social media. engineering, whose group is interested in virus-host interactions. In Yin’s 

Po-Ling Loh, associate professor in the department of electrical and com- _ study concerning the spread of HIV in Malawi, he applied Loh’s models to 

puter engineering at UW-Madison, has been devising models for the extent recognize the source of the deadly virus and possibly means of preventing 

of information transmission. Loh attributes her interest in these models toa _ it from spreading. 

graduate student who was interested in statistical understanding of content 

spreading on Facebook. “You have a network, you know who’s connected “You have a network, you know who's connected to 

to whom and these are the only ways that people can see what...and how 
ae eon ia eles ae cea i whom, and these are the only ways that people can 

[information] is spreading,” Loh states. The objective of Loh’s research is si é a eae 

determining the origins of certain information and deducing means to ei- PCCM UC UTC Sco TS ec Collie 

ther spread or contain it effectively. She adds, “If you have people on a social -Professor Po-Ling Loh 
network and you want to get the word out really fast, you can efficiently do 

so by targeting essential individuals with the most connections.” Similarly,  Loh’s most recent work is with the department of radiology as a co-orga- 

infectious diseases are transmittable over connected individuals. Studying  nizer of the Machine Learning for Medical Imaging Initiative (ML4MI), 

the similarities between the spread of information and disease enables re- _ with the goal of developing solutions to key challenges in medical imaging. 

searchers to target the epicenter of the disease to contain and potentially The initiative is using Loh’s models for image reconstruction in compressed 

eradicate it. sensing Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). “Imagine an MRI image of an 

organ like the brain, only a few pixels are typically crucial to a diagnosis,” 

Professor Loh’s work is a culmination of statistics, computer science, and Loh explains. She adds that if the image is expressed properly, focusing on 

engineering. Mathematical models and algorithms summarize the collected _ the most important region, the imaging process is accelerated. 

data from various networks. Since the models are primarily theoretical, 

— s As with any developing models, Loh’s research is yet to overcome a few limi- 

ie tations. For instance, infectious disease models work under the assump- 

® ; 4 a tion that all connections are known. However, in the case of Professor Yin’s 

a r HIV studies in Malawi, the researchers found that some individuals failed 

to mention certain relationships, omitting crucial data from the network. 

eae y ; This challenge necessitates assumptions and a degree of model shifting. Ad- 

: p ditionally, in working with high-dimensional statistics, excess data collec- 

/ | tion might occur. Consequently, researchers require further studies to nar- 

eee ap - row down the most crucial sources of data. “If you run a standard machine 

ss -_ learning algorithm, it can tell you that everything in that data collection is 

somewhat relevant, which is not what you want,” Loh elaborates. The re- 

j searcher needs algorithmic modification to filter out the relevant findings, 

making the models as accurate and potentially impactful as possible for 

those suffering from the disease. 

— , aE Nonetheless, the network models are advancing scientific research, and Loh 

5 aspires to collaborate with more medical practitioners to improve diagnos- 

? tic technologies. With further studies and modifications, Loh foresees that 

; medical researchers will apply the models to eliminate deadly epidemics. In 

a world rapidly becoming more interconnected, these models are bound to 

revolutionize scientific methodology. @ 

Written by: Jemimah Mawande 

Photography by: Jason Hakamaki 

Professor Po-Ling Loh Design by: Suzanne Kukec 
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Prashant Sharmea’s lab propels the field of evolutionary biology by working on fascinating creatures 
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eeling the slimy, wet outside of an earth- pod to use spinnerets, yet even within this single _ ple collection would leave any child in awe. Shar- ) 

Bee seeing copper sulfate burnahaunt- class, Arachnida, the way different spider species ma explains his future adventures simply, “we're 

ed green color, or witnessing plants grow _use this organ differs vastly as spinnerets use dif- going to be rappelling into caves and finding 

from dormant seeds into a verdant countryside ferent proteins or make a variety of web shapes. _ bugs.” These caves are all around the world from 

are some of the most exciting ways to experience Sharma wants to figure out exactly how these the dry desert landscapes of Israel to the wind- 

science as a child. When we are still young, sci- _ variances in function occur genetically. ing, tropical rivers on the border of Vietnam and 

ence is not limited to dense college textbooks, Laos. No matter the distance or the diverse land- 

but is an avenue to exercise our curiosity about “Studies like these sustain UW- scapes he must conquer, Sharma will reach the 

the world around us. On UW-Madison’s campus, Madison's reputation as‘the living quarters of every insect he plans to study. 

Professor Prashant Sharma and his lab in the de- heart of arthropod evolutionary 

partment of Integrative Biology keep this youth- . m Professor Sharma’s inspiring research is useful in 

ful scientific sentiment alive by conducting re- development in the world. many applicati d crucial to oth ientific y g y app ons and crucial to other scie: 

search on some of the most fascinating creatures -Prashant Sharma. efforts. Sharma’s research efforts help validate 

on the planet: arthropods. Their research not preservation efforts by providing data on bio- 

only takes them around the world but helps pro- __ It is research like this that brings lots of atten- diversity and how it is changes overtime. Often, 

pel our knowledge of evolutionary development. tion to Sharma’s lab. Recently, undergraduate government agencies will refer to his data to get a 

researcher Emily Setton explored the genetics sense of arthropod populations and how this ef- 

Arthropods are one of the largest groups of in- _ behind the jointing of spider's legs. Using knowl- _ fects ecosystems. In this way, Sharma helps to ex- 

vertebrates, defined by their segmented body and _ edge from previous experiments, Setton removed _ pand the field of biology by looking at the devel- 

hard exoskeleton. They are a diverse group of _ the gene responsible for leg jointing early on in opmental genetics of species where large bodies 

organisms that include ants, moths, spiders, and _ the spider’s development and unexpectedly dis- _ of research are non-existent. Each future discoy- 

pretty much any crawling creature you could find covered that parts of the head did not develop _ ery in Sharma’s lab not only brings humans that 

in your house. Great research always starts with either. These results help paint a larger picture for much closer to fully understanding evolutionary 

great questions, such as how biological diversity how arthropods reuse genes efficiently for mul- _ science but keeps the spirit of childhood scien- 

arises genetically. Although all arthropods are _ tiple functions of development. Studies like these tific curiosity alive by investigating enigmatic 

genetically similar, there are still vast differences sustain UW-Madison’s reputation as “the heart _ eight-legged arthropods. ® 

amongst them, including different features, col- of arthropod evolutionary development in the 

ors, and mechanisms. For example, spinnerets, _ world,” says Sharma. Written by: Ben Hayes 

the organ in spiders responsible for making and Photography by: Mayukh Misra 

expelling webs, are a great example of the diver- _ Not only is this research exciting from a purely __ Design by: Julia Mauser 

sity of arthropods. Spiders are the only arthro- __ scientific standpoint, but Sharma’s stories of sam- 
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udden Cardiac Arrest (SCA) isaconditionun- save a person suffering from an SCA is an AED, 

familiar to many but is the third leading cause _ which applies an electric shock to the chest, restor- 

of death in the United States. Before interning _ ing the regular rhythm to the heart. 
at Cardiac Science this past summer, I had no idea 

what sudden cardiac arrest was, or that it was so At Cardiac Science, I learned all these concepts and 
prevalent. Asa Quality Intern at the Cardiac Science more. The company ensured that all interns were 
manufacturing facility in Deerfield, Wisconsin, I fully educated on Sudden Cardiac Arrest and how 
was immersed in a wealth ofinformation about sud- _ crucial AEDs are to save lives. They even provided 

den cardiac arrest. | also learned how easilya person CPR and AED certification training to its employ- 

suffering from SCA can be saved with an automated _ ees. I was impressed with how intuitive and straight- 

external defibrillator, commonly knownasan AED. _ forward their AEDs were to use; once opened, the 

’ Cardiac Science takes pride in manufacturing these _ device had step-by-step instructions on proper us- 
life-saving devices, and I too am proud to have taken _ age. 
a part in that process during my internship. 

. f My role was based in the Quality Engineering de- 
and According to Mayo Clinic, sudden cardiac arrest partment, and I truly felt that I made a few mean- 

is “the sudden, unexpected loss of heart function, ingful contributions during my time there. Quality 
: breathing, and consciousness.” Typically, itis caused | Engineering is a type of engineering that ensures 

3 >) ial 5 ‘ ENCE / by an electrical disturbance in the heart, whichleads __ that a product performs according to expectations. 

to ventricular fibrillation, irregular heart rhythm, In a medical device company, this means that the 
and eventually prevention of blood flow through- product must meet FDA standards to be sold. As 
out the body. Although sometimes confused for one _a Quality Engineering Intern, I not only gained an 

; another, sudden cardiac arrest significantly differs in-depth knowledge about the principles of indus- 

from a heart attack. During a heart attack, a block- __ trial engineering, but also a deeper understanding 

r y 7 age causes the heart to stop beating altogether. Heart — ofhowa medical device company works. As Cardiac 

2 b attacks occur most commonly in older middle-aged Science is a smaller company, members of the ex- 
adults, while sudden cardiac arrest can happen to ecutive board were easily accessible. I was fortunate 

; anyone, regardless of age. The only thing that can _ enough to be able to learn from them and other em- 
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ployees while expanding my engineering skillset. nal database. To determine employee satisfaction from my main project, I received professional ad- 
with the process and the database, I learned how __ vice about networking and post-college career de- 

For the duration of my internship at Cardiac Sci- to create and administer an unbiased survey. After velopment. We learned about the ins and outs of 
ence, I was given two projects to work on— one _ the surveys were completed, I organized survey re- _ the interviewing process from HR, as well as the 
independently and the other in a team. As anin- _ sponses in an Affinity Diagram, an organizational many different turns a career can take from mem- 
dustrial engineering student, I study processesand tool that sorts ideas by common theme. Essen- _ bers of the executive board. I can now apply skills 
their improvement. My first project was within _ tially, I wrote down all relevant survey responses _ that I developed while interning, such as organi- 
that realm of my industrial engineering knowl- _ on sticky notes, grouped them by similarity, and zation and time management, to my everyday life. 
edge. It involved mapping out the process flow of determined overarching themes of those groups. _ In just one summer, I witnessed tangible growth in 
how to deal with nonconforming or defective raw To corroborate my survey findings, I needed to myself, both as an engineer and asa person. 
material that suppliers sent to Cardiac Science. examine how long certain NCMRs had remained 
To accomplish this task, I learned how to use Mi- _ open. To that end, I learned how to use Minitab,  Interning at Cardiac Science was truly the high- 
crosoft Visio, a diagramming software, to create a statistics software. Knowing Minitab helped me __ light of my summer. I learned a great deal dur- 
a process flowchart. Within Visio, I diagrammed mine through NCMR data to determine how long ing my time there, developed critical engineer- 
the journey of the nonconforming material moy- __ the entire process took. The skills and various soft- _ ing skills, and had a great time doing it. I highly 
ing throughout the company from delivery toend _ ware I learned during my independent project will | recommend this internship to any engineering 
destination. This mapping currently enables the _ be critical in my future coursework and engineer- _ student who is eager to learn more about the work- 
company to identify problems in materials that _ ing career. ings of a smaller company and help save lives while 
need change or improvement. doing it. @ 

The second, team-based project involved creating 
During this project, I was also charged with gaug- _a plan to raise awareness about SCA at UW-Madi- Witten Gy Ea calvache 
ing current user satisfaction with the Nonconform- _ son. My fellow interns and I were charged with the 7 
: 3 Si : : Photography by: courtesy of Erica Calvache 
ing Material Report (NCMR) process. Whenevera _ task of creating an awareness campaign that not nae - 

nonconforming material is detected, the defective only informed the public but also inspired them —P**'9"¥:Patricia Stan 
part is investigated and dispositioned into catego- _ to advocate for change. SCA awareness is impor- 
ries such as Scrap, Return to Supplier, Use As Is, _ tant, especially on college campuses, because it can 
and Rework. This whole process is completed, su- _ truly affect anyone at any age, even healthy young 
pervised, and approved by many people in many adults. 
different departments throughout the company. 
The entirety of this process is recorded on an inter- _ Outside of the industrial engineering skills learned 
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BEEN SHOT FULL OF HOLES, APPARENTLY 

[= SSeS» ant 

f you've lived in Madison over contained dinosaur soft tissue and about. Vaccines, he mentioned, were 

I summer, there’s a good therefore were not 65 million years a good example. 

chance you've made at least one old, the complexity of the cell and 

trip to the Dane County Farmer’s _ evolution as evidence for intelligent To his and his group’s credit, their 

Market. And while you were there, design, what he referred to as “ge- approach was almost level-headed. 

you probably saw it- a three-panel _ netic decline,’ which had something _A table in front of their display had 

wire display, covered in densely to do with cancer, and the very ex- a DVD copy of Evolution vs. God 

worded sheets of paper and a few _ istence of information as proof ofa next to the book Evolution Shot 

slightly faded diagrams. The rub- creator. Yeah, he lost me with that — Full of Holes (the two had opposing 

ber dinosaur up top likely caught last one too. The flow chart he had _ views— you can figure out which was 

your attention first. Anywhere from explaining this didn’t help to clarify which). Their literature did cite pub- 

three to six elderly gentlemen were _ things. lished papers. Overall, the pitch was 

standing in front of it, all dressed less explicitly persuasive and more 

slightly like your great uncle who's “Didn't Bill Nye debate a merely trying to get you to consider 

super into fly fishing. Have youever guy about this on TV for another perspective: that every- 

wondered what their deal is? Fear like three hours back in thing you know about the origins of 

not, dear reader- you read the Wis- 20142” the universe and life itself is wrong. 

consin Engineering Magazine, so e 

you don’t have to wonder. - Some Dude All in all, it was an interesting con- 

versation even if not particularly 

I stopped by with the intent of inter- informative. I would’ve talked to 

viewing one of them this past June, ‘The conversation became more in- the other two men there, but they 

but my attempts were rather unsuc- teresting when I got him off the were deep into an argument about 

cessful, The man I spoke to didn’t topic of his message. Paul consid- diamonds with someone vaguely 

want to be recorded or quoted and ers himself a scientist, and to him,  engineering-student-looking, so I 

wouldn’t give me his real name, so his message is one of re-examining left them to it. I did grab a copy of 

Pll call him Paul. conventional science. He believed Evolution Shot Full of Holes before 

the theory of evolution up until a I left. It’s made an excellent coffee 

By Paul’s description, the group’s few years ago. Though much of his _ table book. @ 

message was, in short, nuanced message aligns with Judeo-Chris- 

creationism. His pieces of evidence _ tian belief, he doesn’t consider it an 

for the Earth being less than 10,000 explicitly religious one. Rather, he written by:Patrick Byrne 

years old were, in no particular or- merely believed there was simply so __Designby: Patricia Stan 

der: the discovery of fossils which much out there we just don’t know 
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products and is a leader in the industry. Our engineers get to education and routine applications. 
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lhe Wisconsin Idea endeavors to apply uni- _ tentially lethal amounts in fish that are consumed ___ trated, giving each source a unique isotopic signa- 
versity research to improve the quality oflife by humans. Hurley found a solution by taking a tip _ ture that can be identified through analysis. “[We] 
and the environment throughout the state. from oceanographers’ methods on the open seaand _ have to look at those sources and then back calcu- 

Exemplifying this idea is the research of Dr. James _ applying them to other aquatic systems such as the _ late where it might have come from, based on those 
P. Hurley, director of the UW Sea Grant, whose Great Lakes. According to Hurley, his research is _ signatures,” Hurley says. Knowing which signa- 
work is with novel methodologies in accurately innovative in how it “continued to push the enve- __ tures represent the greatest percentage of mercury 
measuring trace amounts of mercury in aquatic lope on methodologies,” Hurley says. in fish provides information about which sources 
systems. The central issue in mercury regulation is need to be most heavily regulated to best protect 
the difficulty in measuring very low concentrations. _ Hurley applies these new methodologies not onlyto __ the environment and public health. 
Only trace quantities of mercury are found in these measure amounts of mercury found in the environ- 
aquatic systems, and of these, only one to two per- _ ment but to also determine its origins. The principal _ One signature of importance is atmospheric depo- 
cent is methylmercury— the form most commonly _ sources of mercury are industry, atmospheric de- _ sition. Mercury often exists as a gas, meaning that 
found in living organisms. Methylmercury startsas position (rain), and contaminated soil. As mercury __ it can be transported large distances through the 
very small amounts in phytoplankton, concentrates _ undergoes chemical transformations from each of _ atmosphere and deposited elsewhere in rain. This 
through the food web, and eventually reaches po- _ these sources, different isotopes become concen- characteristic means that any use of mercury is 
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New methodologies in trace metal concentration analysis provide scientific 

data to inform environmental policy, embodying the Wisconsin Idea. 
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both a local and global issue. For instance, most James P. Hurle ,, _ tion,” Hurley says. This decrease in concentra- | 

mercury currently in the atmosphere results eg se ~~ ~*~ tions demonstrates that when scientific experts 
from small-scale gold miners forming com- =i —si—is—<“<—~‘—*~*s*s*s*s*s*~*~*~*—*~:—:—:—SCSC inform conversations surrounding environ- 
pounds that extract gold from reserves. Once such as the Great Lakes, if it is still being in- _ mental policies, the impacted environment and 
the gold has been obtained, the mercury in the _ troduced into the atmosphere and remains in _ local public health will see quantifiable positive 
compound is burned off, entering the atmo- _ contaminated soils. In the Great Lakes region, __ results. “We did basic and applied research that 
sphere in surprisingly vast amounts. “Burning according to Hurley, “There has been a shift lead toa measurable outcome,” Hurley says. 
off the mercury from gold would be equiva- away from contaminated sites and more toward 
lent to. a month of coal burning,” Hurley says. atmospheric deposition.” For already contami- As Hurley points out, the utilization of this 
Understanding the contributions from such _ nated soils and sediments, the primary mecha- _ work embodies the Wisconsin Idea. Applied 
sources is vital in creating policies that are most nisms for remediation are dredging, disposal, _ interdisciplinary research at the university level 
effective at preventing mercury from reaching and capping to prevent additional mercury impacts all areas of the state. “The University 
dangerous levels. Locally, mercury deposition from entering the food web. Cleaner methods _ of Wisconsin is a great place to do research be- 
into the Great Lakes region has recently caused —_ for small-scale gold miners and coal burning cause people want to collaborate and answer 
fishing advisories for many lakes in northern _ will be able to decrease these levels of atmo- these truly complex questions,” Hurley says. 
Wisconsin. Hurley’s research therefore directly _ spheric deposition. Opportunities provided at UW-Madison for 
impacts the wellbeing of many local citizens. collaborative research make the acquisition of 

Research alone will not be able to implement __ this kind of new information possible. While a 
Given the complex, global nature of mercury _ these changes. Rather, policy makers must use _ better understanding of our natural world en- 
deposition, treating the problem is far from _ the data that scientists and engineers provide to _ riches scientific knowledge, it is the application 
simple. In the United States and Europe, envi- inform environmental regulations and prevent _ of this knowledge that ultimately benefits our 
ronmental regulations in recent years have cur- serious health issues. In areas with contami- society, remediates our environment, and pro- 
tailed direct deposition from products such as nated water sources, such as the Appalachian __ tects public health. ® 
medical instruments. “We got rid of the point region of the United States, mercury in drink- 

sources, now we have to get rid of the nonpoint —_ ing water has been determined to have direct written by:katlynNohr 

sources,” Hurley says. Regional efforts to de- effects on IQ levels and neurological diseases in photography by: Hamoud Alshammari 
crease mercury deposition are showing positive _ infants. “Regional contribution of mercury has Design by Patriciastan 
results, but the metal will remain in systems, been decreasing over time because of regula- 
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Wearable Technology ae 
How one UW course uses non-traditional learning to | & 

a 

foster maker skills and challenge the perception of Aa y 

mutually exclusive design arts and hard sciences. | 

lhe first indication of the uniqueness of Pro- cording to Ponto, is that the requirements of many rg 

fessors Kevin Ponto and Marianne Fair- programs, especially those accredited by outside bs Ly 
banks’ wearable technology course is its entities, cause students to be boxed into subject ar- a, 

cross-listing in design studies, computer science, _ eas. “Oftentimes,” says Ponto, “students aren’t given ee . 
and industrial and systems engineering. The mix much in terms of breadth... [which is] unfortunate heir ik oe 
of enrolled students- computer engineers, kinesi- but may be indicative ofa larger issue in terms of the 
ologists, retailers, biological systems engineers, and _ value our society places in the arts.” project, this studio-based class begins with the 
one Master of Fine Arts (MFA) in glass and neon- students pitching ideas. For the remainder of the se- 
is another clue. Through the course's content and Professor Fairbanks, a graduate of both The Uni- _ mester, the students develop skills such as program- 

philosophy, Professors Ponto and Fairbanks are versity of Michigan and The School of the Art In- _ ming, soldering, and sewing, and engage in project- 
working to address what they see as a greater need _ stitute of Chicago, has a unique and extensive his- _ specific independent research. The culmination of 

for collaboration between the sciences andthearts. tory of collaboration with those outside her own _ these skills enables them to manifest their ideas and 

artistic work with textiles, such as collaborations create functional products. 

Professor Ponto, a graduate of UC-Irvine’s Arts with chemists, materials scientists, and electrical 

Computation Engineering and a veteran of many engineers. Fairbanks also pushes back at the highly “I think the advantage of the approach of meta- 

interdisciplinary projects, fully supports work that structured nature of many degree tracks at modern __phorically throwing people into the deep end and 

involves the combination of different fields. “There _ universities. “This is the chance for students to get helping them swim out is that it hopefully enables 

is a lot of data to support the fact that workingand exposure to the fields that make life worth living, _ students’ self-efficacy with technology,” says Ponto. 
thinking in the arts spurs more creative thinking _ like art, music, theater, and dance,” she says. “If we “The idea is that they can come up with a project 
in the sciences,” Ponto stated. The problem, ac- don’t give students at the university those things, _ and learn the skills they need to learn to do it.” Fair- 

then they should just go to a technical school.” banks adds that, “because they’re all making some- 
Pd go thing different, they don’t all know the same thing 
POE queen ee With its atypical structure, the course chal- at the end.” Instead, she says, “I want them to be 

? lenges the misperception that STEM critical thinkers, to ask questions, and to be innova- 
a ~~ ve and the Fine Arts are mutu- _ tive with the projects they come up with.” 

+ | ally exclusive. Whereas many 

= . F . courses consist of instruc- The students gave their final presentations at the 

eo. | . tion followed by a term Masonic Center this past April, and their completed 

A ae <= asian , & a % projects were genuinely im- 
= 4 SO pressive. Many projects aimed 

~ & ~~ “Science is a form of art. W inet ) § i { F 1 cience is a form of art. We to address real world problems 

. - % ; a /¥ think of art and we think of while others worked to ad- 

N P * t be . dress personal needs, and the 
% ga the fantastic, but | don’t see ee ie ee as 

7 le x students devised remarkable 
x os 4 . : AA z areason why something means of fulfilling their tasks. 

| J “a ‘§ tin. 1 science-based can't be 

. 2, | Or al fantastic as well” 
' eo “ iY. ae Ya F one 

, e 2 -Lillian Stenz 
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* ad ay : a 

: ee “\f anyone is working in 

mee the arts or the sciences and 

4 oe doesn’t cross over to the other 

.- i side, they're missing a lot of 
a . 
a advantages in terms of how 

a one thinks about process... 
aa 

| Crossover between arts and 
Lf j oy sciences can be really valuable 

‘ p he to help you start thinking 

a = re about different approaches to 

2 % ba problem solving” 
é : Ee oe, -Andrea Oleniczak 

In true Da Vinci fashion, students combine art with science to design wearable technology that solves real problems. 

Luke Piper, a senior majoring in Retail, created the __ effectiveness of their ventilation systems in dairy _ or the sciences and doesn’t cross over to the other 
Muscle Relax, a wearable device that uses heating _ barns. The device additionally provides datato Mr. _ side, they're missing a lot of advantages in terms 
and vibration to promote muscle recovery. Piper | Chung’s graduate research in agricultural ventila- _ of how one thinks about processes. Crossover be- 
was inspired by the inflated cost of similar devices __ tion systems. tween arts and sciences can be really valuable to 

he currently uses. Lillian Stenz, a sophomore ma- help you start thinking about different approaches 

joring in Kinesiology, was worried about visibil- Reflecting on her own interdisciplinary work, Pro- to problem solving.” This wearable technology 
ity when running at night. Hence, she designed __ fessor Fairbanks wishes there was more interface course could be the link that technical and artistic 
the Solactus shoes, which use reflecting fabric between fields like materials science, engineering, _ students have been waiting for: the opportunity to 
and LEDs that respond to footfalls. According to chemistry, and design studies: “Classes like [this | immerse themselves in a multidisciplinary class- 
Stenz, this class adds to the artistic expression of _ wearable tech course] doa good job about bringing _ room to learn about their other abilities and imple- 
her work: “Science is a form of art -- we think of _ those sorts of students together.” From conversa- _ ment them to solve real world problems.@ 
art and we think of the fantastic, but I don’t seea _ tion with the students at their final presentations, 
reason why something science-based can’t be fan- _ they seem to be adopting the instructors’ philoso- 
tastic as well.” phies about collaborative work among seemingly 

dissimilar fields of study. Chris Hanko, a senior in Written by: Patrick Byrne 

Other students aimed to address animal health Engineering Mechanics, mentioned that while a Photography by: Patrick Byrne 

needs. Taylor Kurrle, a grad student pursuing an _ lot of science goes into the functionality of a prod- _ pesign by: Patricia Stan 

MFA in Glass Blowing, designed the Lit Alert. — uct, “art isa huge part of product design, especially 
Looking to further explore the relationship be- _ in terms of aesthetics and user experience.” 
tween law enforcement and everyday citizens, the 
Lit Alert monitors the body temperature of police A student from the artistic end of the spectrum, 
dogs- an important role, given that 32% of po- freshman in textiles and fashion Jordan Schilling, 
lice dog fatalities result from heat exhaustion in mentioned that with the interconnected nature of 
vehicles (the most common form of death, above modern society, “it’s beneficial for not just artists 

gunshots and car strikes). Hanwook Chung, a _ but everyone as a whole to become familiar with 

graduate student in Biological Systems Engineer- technology and how different things work.” An- 
ing created the Milkbit, a wearable device for cows _ drea Oleniczak, a graduate student working with 
that monitors their body temperature. The Milkbit _ glass and neon, described the two as a natural fit 
would allow farmers to collect concrete dataon the _for one another. “If anyone is working in the arts 
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Across Down 
6. The multidimensional generalization of a derivative. 41. Anetwork ofhydrophilic, crosslinked polymer chains 
7. Quality of stem cells; having the ability to give rise to that swells in water and has applications in wound- 
many different tissue types. healing. 
8. Amoving, electrically charged particle in the presence 2. Of a material, having different properties along different 
ofelectric and magnetic fields experiences the =e axes or directions, e.g. wood or bone. 
force. 3. Sorting algorithm which operates in O(N) time on 
9. A common method for representing signed values in sorted arrays and O(N‘2) time otherwise. 

binary. 4. Asmooth, orderly flow of fluid near a surface. 
10. Java keyword to declare a data member to be shared 5. Amaterial that can exhibit properties ofboth a 
by allinstances ofaclass. conductor and insulator. 
12. Atest instrument used to view electronic signals ona 11. Type of bond in which pairs of electrons are shared 
two-dimensional plot. between atoms. 
13. The functional unit of the kidney. 

Solutions can be found at: wisconsinengineer.com/crossword 
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